
Rough Notes Taken from Talking to the Bermans on a number of occasions Including 
Taped Interviews 

Monty or Myrtle say; 
-pre emergency beginning's of NCL started with a discussion of helping restrictees to 
escape . . Post Sharpeville they set up some kind oflegal organization. [Could be Lang 
]. 
While in jail there was a division between 1 iberals and non liberals a. On the question of 
a hunger strike be. The fact that ex CP and liberals were discussing violence. 

-- the Bennans idea was to recruit a sma)l rn •robec ohmkAovcr;i )3(:}9ple to show or best to 
permit such an organization to act as an armed Wing of the ANC. 

-- SisuJu stalled on this -- Mandela [said?] That the CP was split and so was the ANC on 
the question of violence. 

-- the Bermans started moving people who were under restriction out as an experiment 
[presumably as the basis for forming and Underground organization] -- the ANC romise 
to..:find money foe this but appareurly it was frnithm; e.g. in the case o Ganyi [ check if <> 

he was nabbed]. Apparently the Ganyile ~y case involved getting a career of-
false name and money from liberals to go to Pietermaritzberg, Durbin and Johannesburg 
asking people for [more?] They [Monty?] Took Ganyile? To Pondoland and gave him 14 
days to return to Durbin to bee.Ricked up. Met him at King Kong [a nightclub? In Durbin 
or Johannesburg?] A pla~ c~rtech:t)'Boy" 
Ganyile handed over to someone called Letele [check this with Randolph Vigne]. 

-- Delayed organization [ or operations] -- observed a special branch car -- copied the 
number plates -- dressed as special branch -- into the country -- took restrictees to 
Johannesburg and then Basutoland. 

-- difficultly over refugees ... .in Basutol~nd [authorities? Local politicians?] Saw Sisulu on 
need to talk to them}hat.is,the refugees probably ~and he hired a car ~rSisulu and 
Mandela to go and see the refugees [ and the authorities probably?] During this journey 
they discussed the need for and organization committed to violence. 

-- they d iscussed 
Luthuli against 
organization should be all embracing including the CP and the ANC 
so it needed a different name 
actions at the start should be to get restrictees out or one act of sabotage 
~"" "'-"o .... "' l on wmpeop e should be used 
no one to know but authority to be given to?? contact members [authorized later] 
Mandela was in favor 
they got Mandela back to the treason trial in time 

r...+ 
- just before the staylHI home? Asked to get Mandela to Cape Town to talk to the PAC ., 
note4jJarticipating in the PMB AII in African Conference. 

-- 31.5.61 Then a Formal Appeal from Sisulu at 14 Days Notice to Take 72 restrictees to 
Basutoland on the day of the 0eclaratiorf 4l fepublic. Would have needed 50 cars. 



Impossible to organize probably a triad Durbin and Cape Town. A later note in red says 
that ~ f respigny took out two people. 

-- someone -- perhaps Monty or Sisulu suggested a sabotage option. That is to burn the 
tax records office. Looked for six people -- Higgs from the Liberal Party; Schneider from 
the NCL; 
Bijjams?????? From the Communist Party; Africans from the ANC. ,le. 'I-\ 
They got petrol -- for the R Daily Mail -- Recognize the Voice??? Mentioned the NCL -- r::r c._ 

Careful Planning -- Paper -- Cans -- Personnel? Sack. o-\\--c\ 
They then went to Rusty Bernstein who said that he would report to his organization. 12--C M 
[NR thinks this was a splinter CP]. d-.~ .. ';;J-5 

~ e,c:,-"I f\ "-'. e J 
-- they were advised by the engineer to try a pylon -- they selected one and reported to vb ~ '{ ~ e, f 
Bernstein. Someone told them to saw the pylon and they spent four nights pouring oil cc.- l\ e/ 

and sawing -- finally pulled it and there was a blinding flash -- rubber glo,Yts. This 
knocked out power to two suburbs for several houis. On the other hand the rE &i] ect to 
cut the telephones as it was supposed to do they only cut one -- but my notes say to 
cooperation between the CP and the NCL was established. But there was a security 
breach by the CP who told someone who should not have been told. Hence the decision 
by the NCL to work with others. 

-- got explosives which were pinched from the mines; hid it; training started; the 

-- money was being sent from London. 

2..0 
-- Nokwe asked for 12?? Nurses? It to be removed i.e. taken out of the country; 
documents from native affairs were obtained. Announced from London that the NCL 
did it. ANC says? A gaffe. This precipitated a fight and the ANC was angry. There 
might have been cooperation but not now. 

-- Umkhonto did a pylon on Dec. I 6, 1961 using homemade explosives. They specifically 
stated it had nothing to do with a so-called NCL. 

-- ***I have a later note written in red ink with brackets around it saying -- just then NR 
flew up for a day to give a Rhoda money gave either pounds 600 or l 000 and also met 
with Green and Eisenstein who were cock a hoop from doing either the pylon or the .t 
Bantu affairs office. 

-- the notes and then go back to the pylon whose legs were blown off but it was not 
toppled. The NCL statement says -- our intention is to cooperate that is with any 
organizations that will fight for the liberation of people . The CP was angry. That is that 
the NCL had acted in advance. 

-- there was then an approach by Africans from the AFM. 

--Berman to leave the country and return in four months. Monty got a false passport for 
75 pounds. At this point hanging was announced as a sense of sabotage. At this stage 



very few people were involved but there was a larger periphery -- or salsa bodies -- anti 
law?? -- general objectives -- technical --?? 

-- April 1962 national meeting takes place. No further activity I assumed by Monty. 
Met in Cox's house. Set up to committees and action committee -- Superior -- and 
political committee which was the proselytizing . "Contfer on the ~ofganizatior? that 
is [docs?? On top talks?? At bottom]. Main decision was traioing. Berman had time 
switches which he delivered to Durbin and carried out of training recee-later did?? -- lost 
passport. 

-- Berman made a trip with Prager -- got car -- goes with Eisenstein to RSM -- to collect 
pounds 250 plus motorcar. Lang -- Stone? - Oo,...., '? 
-- arguments at the April meeting? Cox ,English wanted to blow up Dan. anti CP. 
Anyone was supposed to be able to do as he liked so long as he accepted the discipline of 
underground organization that is of the two committees. 

-- Byng connection provided pounds 30,000 that is pounds 2000 per month. 

-- the question of a cooperation did come up there was a discussion perhaps the April 
meeting of cooperating with the ANC/CP but this was rejected. However Lang did give 
money to Slovo. 

-- a note in red ink that is a later addition says that Nana Mahomo bought shares in the 
boat and PAC thought that the boat was theirs. 

-- there was something in the older notes about a Czech company --f nter Co? Arms Co. 
technical equipment -- time switches in?? Switches -- explosive. 

-- Setlapela Seleka -- Algeria -- Cuba -- ANC -- PAC episode. 


